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Role of high-temperature
Equal-Channel Angular Pressing strain
path on secondary-phase precipitation in
a T6-Al-Cu-Li-Mg-Ag-Zr-Sc alloy
M. Cabibbo, S. Acierno, C. Paoletti

Equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) is known to induce significant grain refinement and formation of tangled dislocations within the grains. These are induced to evolve to form low-angle boundaries (i.e., cell boundaries) and eventually
high-angle boundaries (i.e., grain boundaries). On the other hand, precipitation sequence of age hardening aluminum alloys
can be significantly affected by pre-straining, and severe plastic deformation. Thus, ECAP is expected to influence the T6
response of aluminum alloys. In this study, a complex Al-Cu-Mg-Li-Ag-Zr-Sc alloy was subjected to ECAP following different straining paths. The alloy was ECAP at 460K via route A, C, and by forward-backward route A up to 4 passes. The alloy
was also aged at 460K for different durations after ECAP. It resulted that T1-Al2CuLi phase was the one that mostly showed a
precipitation sequence speed up induced by the tangled dislocations formed during ECAP. The T1 phase was found to grow
with aging time according to Lifshitz-Slyozov-Wagner power-low regime.
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INTRODUCTION

Al-Cu-Li based alloys are recognized as important metallic
materials for structural applications requiring a combination of high strength, low density, high fracture toughness
and good corrosion resistance [1-6]. All these mechanical

and physical characteristics are indeed particularly relevant for aerospace applications [1-3]. Moreover, weight
reduction is now widely considered as a primary means to

lower fuel cost in the aeronautics and aerospace industry
[3]. A reduction in aircraft weight reduces fuel consump-
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lithium, as the lightest metal known, was used as additional
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tion, thus increasing the payload capability [4]. Accordingly,
element in a number of aluminum series alloys. An addition

of 1 wt..% Li reduces the Al density by 3%, and usually increases the alloy elastic modulus by some 6% [7].
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In the last three decades scientific research on Al-Li-based
alloys mostly focused on Al-Cu-Li, Al-Cu-Mg, and Al-Mg-Li

alloys [10-13]. In the base Al-Cu-Li system, the two secondary phase precipitates that are induced to form belong to

the binary Al-Cu, Al-Li, and ternary Al-Cu-Li systems. Thus,
the precipitating phases are GP-I, GP-II zones, θ" , θ’ phase,
to end at the stable θ (Al2Cu), and similar formation process

of ó’ to ó (Al3Li), and T1 (Al2CuLi) phase [14].
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Addition of other alloying elements (especially Mg, Mn,

Ag, Zn, Zr) results in a wider variety of precipitating secondary-phases. Addition of such elements promotes complex
precipitation sequences that also depend on processing

and aging conditions. Thus, the Al-Cu-Li-X alloy systems
are known to be age-hardened through different secon-

dary-phases, such those with Mg, S’, and S (Al2CuMg), T’
[(Al,Zn)49Mg32], the one with Zr, β’ (Al3Zr), and the Li-con-

taining σ (Al5Cu6Li2), which actually form at high ageing tem-

peratures. When this phase forms, it shows its maximum

strengthening potentials for size range of 30-50 nm. Both T’
[(Al,Zn)49Mg32] and β’ (Al3Zr), are dispersoids that typically

lies along grain boundaries.

As for the role of Ag, in the complex Al-Cu-Li-X alloy, it was
widely documented that it tends to segregate in the T1-Al2

CuLi phase, and in the S’-Al2CuMg phase, thus contributing

to their microstructure strengthening effects [15,16].

Together with the above-mentioned strengthening fine-dispersed precipitation phases, the lithium-containing aluminum alloys are engineered in terms of ductility. With this

respect, the refining processes of both grains and cells are
important microstructure features for improving the alloy

mechanical properties. Thence, alloying elements, heat treatments and plastic deformation are the three major means
to tailoring a sound and technological interesting Li-bearing
complex aluminum alloy [17].

The AA2198 (Al-Cu-Li-Mg-Ag-Zr), and similar alloys, so-

metimes referred as Weldalite® alloys, are known to be
characterized by the formation of all the above-mentioned

secondary-phases that are induced to precipitate under annealing and peak ageing.

It is well known that pre-strain, or even plastic deformation

techniques applied before or after annealing and aging to
peak hardness is able to influence the whole secondary-pha-

se precipitation sequences in aluminum alloys [18,19]. With

this respect, severe plastic deformation techniques applied

to aluminum alloys was reported to significantly modify the
alloy response to T6 temper. Thus, more specifically, due to
the variety of hardening phases induced by the T6 treatments in Al-Cu-Mg-Li-X alloys, SPD are likely to significantly

change the precipitation kinetics of most, if not all, the secondary phases [14]. Among the different SPD techniques,

the equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) is surely one of
the most important cost-effective such technique [20,21].

During ECAP the material is forced to plastically deform by
shearing at the intersection of the angular channels. The
sample retains the same cross-sectional area after pressing,
so that it is possible to repeat the pressing several times.
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With this respect, previous works by this author showed
that the different strain paths to which tempered aluminum
alloys can be subjected by ECAP are able to effectively influence the secondary-phase precipitates volume fraction

[22,23]. In ECAP, samples are usually in form of cylindrical

or square-section rod billets that are continuously forced to

follow a linear path into a L-shaped equal-channel [24,25].
Strain paths in ECAP correspond to different processing
routes [26,27]. Among these, here routes A and route C were

taken into consideration. Route A involves no specimen ro-

tation between consecutive ECAP passes, while by route C
the billet is continuously rotated by 180° between passes.
In addition, an evolution of the ECAP process included a

further different pathway, consisting on reversing the billet

path direction between consecutive passes. This is called
a forward-backward ECAP (FB-ECAP) process [26-28]. In

particular, a forward-backward cycling shear deformation
by ECAP or similar techniques was shown to induce ultrafine-grained aluminum alloys in a more effective way [27,28].
This would mean that the shear deformation path in FB-E-

CAP is potentially able to refine the aluminum microstructu-

re with lesser passages into the die. It is thus expected

that the recombination of tangled dislocations to form cell

boundaries, and in turn, the cell boundary evolution to grain
boundary, is likely to be faster in FB-ECAP respect to conventional ECAP shear paths.

In the present work, a Sc-added Al-Cu-Li-Mg-Ag-Zr alloy
was subjected to ECAP with different strain paths (i.e., routes
and modes). More specifically, billets were processed up to
4 passes by route A, C, and by FB-ECAP route A. These two

routes and different processing modes introduced tangle
dislocations (TDs), cell (low-angle boundaries, LABs), and
grain (high-angle boundaries, HABs) at different crystallo-

graphic planes. It was thus possible to determine the role of
the specific shear strains to which the alloy was subjected

on the precipitation kinetics of the alloy hardening secondary-phase precipitates.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND METHOD

The studied alloy has a composition (wt.%) of Al-3.0Cu-

1.0Li-0.4Mg-0.4Ag-0.2Zr-0.5Sc, which is a Sc-modified

Weldalite® alloy. Cylindrical billets of 9.8 mm in diameter
and 100 mm long were machined from extruded bars. The

billets were then solution treated in an air standard convection furnace at 815K for 4 h, followed by water quen-

ching. To determine the aging hardness peak, the alloy was
aged at 460K for duration ranging 10-to-2880 min (10 min to
2 days).
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ECAP was performed on annealed billet at the same aging

temperatures of 460K. An open die, consisted of a block
of SK3 tool steel (Fe-1.1%C) and fastened with steel bol-

ts, was used. ECAP was carried out under uniaxial pressing

forces ranged between 40–80 kN and a pressing speed of
100 mm/min. The ECAP L-shaped channel had a circular

cross-section diameter of 10 mm, consisting of two linear
parts intersecting at an angle Φ = 90° with a curvature ex-

tending over an angle Ψ = 20°. Based on this two-channels
geometry, a cumulative shear strain εeq = 1.08 was imposed

to the billet at each pass [21,25]. Microstructure inspections

and microhardness tests were performed along the ECAP
y-plane by cutting slices of the billet as to make measure-

ments at the center zone of the billet. This plane is the one

by a GatanTM Tenupol-5® working at 12V and using a solution of 1/3 nitric acid in methanol at T = -35°C.

TEM discs were examined in a PhilipsTM CM20® operated
at 200 kV, using a double-tilt specimen holder equipped

with liquid nitrogen cooling stage. Secondary-phases precipitates were identified by using selected area electron dif-

fraction (SAED). Thin foil thickness, t, was measured on TEM
by diffracted beam intensity variation under dual beam conditions, using converged electron beam diffraction (CBED)
patterns. Tangled dislocation (TD) density, ρTD, was calcu-

lated through the count of interception points between the
mesh and the existing dislocations, ndisl, in the TEM micro-

graphs. This was evaluated by ρTD = 2ndisl/(lmeshtTEM), where,

lmesh is the total length of the mesh, and tTEM is the thickness

containing the extruded and the plastic shear directions, as

of the TEM foil. Cell (LAB) and grain boundary (HAB) mi-

let rotation between passes, route C consists of rotating the

misorientation angle measurement procedure by Kikuchi

depicted in Figure 1. ECAP route A does not involve any bilbillet by +90° at each consecutive passage into the die, and

the variant forward-backward consists of inverting the billet
head at each ECAP pass during route C. Microstructure inspections were carried out after ECAP-A/4, ECAP-C/4, and

sorientation were measured by Kikuchi band patterns. The

pattern on TEM is fully described elsewhere in a previous
published work by this author [24,25,29,30]. TEM quantitative analyses of secondary phase precipitates were carried

out on crystallographic Al002, Al111, and on Al210 planes, de-

FB-ECAP-A/4. Inspections were carried out both after ECAP

pending on the habit plane of the different existing phase;

the inspections were carried out at the T6 alloy metallurgical

lographic Al002 planes.

after, respectively, ECAP-A/4, ECAP-C/4, and FB-ECAP-A/4.

conventional stereology methods [31] with the help of Ima-

and after ECAP followed by aging at 460K. In this latter case,

tangled dislocation density was measured along the crystal-

state, and at the annealing time to reach the hardness peak

All the statistical evaluations were carried out according to

TEM samples were ground and polished to ~150 μm, pun-

ge pro-plus® analysis software.

ched into discs of 3mm diameter, and then electropolished

Fig.1 - Characteristic deformation directions in ECAP billet. The y-plane contains the shear deformation bands induced by ECAP and it is the one selected for TEM inspections. ECAP direction is along
the billet X direction.

Polarized optical microscopy was carried out by surface po-

carry out at least 12 measurements per each experimen-

using a solution of 4% HBF4 in methanol at 20 V for few se-

measured on the ECAP y-plane surfaces after ECAP-A/4,

lishing and electro-chemical etching at room temperature
conds.

A Remet

TM

HX-1000® microhardness tester was used to
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tal condition. To determine the curve peak, hardness was
ECAP-C/4, and FB-ECAP-A/4, and after post-ECAP aging at
460K for times ranging 10 to 2880 min (2 days).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

T6 temper microstructure

The T6-hardening treatment consisted of annealing at

ning secondary-phase precipitates were observed by TEM

10, 20, 30, 60, 90 min, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 16 h, 1,and 2 days. Figu-

TEM micrographs. In particular, Figure 2b and 2c are TEM

813K/4h, water quenching, and aging at 460K for time, t, of

re 2a shows the T6 hardness, H, vs. aging time. It resulted a
marked hardness peak at 460K/6h. This T6-peak condition

corresponded to the formation of different nanometric pre-

cipitates, such GP zones, T1-(Al2CuLi), δ′-(Al3Li), and θ"/θ'-

(Al2Cu) precipitates. Boundary pinning β-(Al3Zr) dispersoids
also characterized the T6 alloy microstructure. These harde

inspections and Figure 2b and 2c shows representative BFmicrographs showing the Al111 and Al002 planes, respecti-

vely. On Al002 plane (Figure 2b) GP zones, nanometric θ’ disc

and δ′ spherical precipitates were found within the grains.

Grain boundaries were decorated with larger rounded β’-

Al3(Zr,Sc) dispersoids. On Al210 plane (Figure 2d) GP zones
and few θ'’ disc precipitates were detected.

(b)

(a)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Fig.2 - Hardness, H, vs. aging time, t, of the alloy annealing at 813K/4h and aging at 460K, a), BF-TEM
showing the microstructure at T6 hardness peak condition (aging at 460K/6h), Al002, b), Al111, c), and Al210
crystallographic plane, d). Polarized optical micrograph showing the alloy T6 grained structure, e).

T6 treatment showed a significant mean grain size reduction,

from the as-received Dg = 36 ± 3 μm, down to Dg = 24 ± 2

sening tendency during annealing. In fact, it is well known

μm, with an aspect ratio of 0.94, that is, with equiaxed grai-

dispersoids that effectively pin the grain and cell boundaries

of almost 30 % was induced upon annealing at 715K/4h.

This is essentially due to the presence of the Sc- and Zr-di-

becomes significant from 523K, and that the Al3(Sc1-x,Zrx)

dispersoid formation is controlled by Sc diffusion below

ned structure (Figure 2e). This means that a size reduction

spersoids that effectively pinned the grain boundary coar-
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that Sc and Zr form thermally stable β’-Al3(Sc,Zr) spherical

[32,33]. In particular, in [32] it was reported that Sc diffusion

623K, where Zr diffusion becomes effective. Thence, at the
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annealing temperature of 813K Al3(Sc1-x,Zrx) dispersoids are

but it also originates from their crystallographic coherency

ness of the grain, cell boundary and dislocation pinning ef-

re 3, where Ashby-Brown strain contrast characterizes the

formed to remain stable upon further aging. The effectivefect exerted by the nanometric size Al3(Sc1-x,Zrx) dispersoids

not only comes from their stability at the aging temperatures

with the Al-matrix. This latter aspect is documented in Figushowed β-Al3(Sc1-x,Zrx) dispersoids.

Fig.3 - Al3(Sc1-x,Zrx) dispersoids showing Ashby-Brown strain contrast in the alloy tempered at 714K/4h +
aging at 460K/6h. Inset is a detail of two β’ dispersoids showing Ashby-Brown contrast.

Microstructure after ECAP

ECAP-A/4, ECAP-C/4, and FB-ECAP-A/4 conditions. The

te A (no rotation between passes), route C (180° rotation

ferential sites of GP and secondary-phase formation.

ECAP was carried out at 460K by three different routes: roubetween passes), and forward-backward pressing (FB-E-

CAP) following route A. In all the three modes, the billets
were pressed four times into the ECAP die (respectively,

ECAP-A/4, ECAP-C/4, and FB-ECAP-A/4). The alloy was

figure clearly shows that the tangled dislocations act as pre-

Evaluation of the tangled dislocation density in the three
experimental cases allowed correlating them with the
ECAP-induced GP and secondary-phase precipitation. It

resulted that the tangled dislocation density, ρdisl, was the

ECAP after annealing at 813K/4h and water quenching to

highest in the FB-ECAP-A/4, a little lower in the ECAP-A/4,

three SPD ECAP shearing modes was to correlate the spe-

hierarchy of tangled dislocation density can be drawn: FB-E-

room temperature. The main purpose for comparing the
cific shear path and deformation to the induced different
Al-Cu-Li-Mg-Ag-Zr-Sc alloy secondary-phase precipitates
evolution. In fact, it is well known that during ECAP the alloy

is subjected to a thermo-mechanical stress in terms of both

shear bands that run at a typical angle of 40-42° respect to
the exit direction (x direction in Figure 1) [21], and adiabatic
heating [25].

TEM inspections showed a significant influence of the ECAP

and the lowest in ECAP-C/4 (Table 1). That is, the following

CAP-A/4 > ECAP-A/4 > ECAP-C/4. The highest dislocation
density corresponded to the highest amount of GP agglomeration along the dislocation line defects and to a clear ini-

tiation of secondary-phase formation sequence. GP zones

were found to form preferentially along the free dislocations
within the grains, and early precipitation stages of secondary-phase precipitation started to occur (Figure 4b-to-f).

shear deformation on the secondary-phase precipitation ki-

netics. In particular, ECAP was able to multiply the sites of

GP zone agglomeration and secondary phase precipitation
through tangled dislocations and cell boundary formation.

Figure 4 reports representative TEM micrographs of the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Fig.4 -BF-TEM of ECAP-A/4 where the crystal is oriented as to show Al100, a), Al110, b), Al111 plane, c); ECAP-C/4 along Al100,
d), Al110, e), Al111, f); and FB-ECAP-A/4 along Al100, g), Al110, h), Al111, i). Al-Cu clusters and GP zones were detected along
the three planes; θ'-Al2Cu were detected aligned along Al100; T1-Al2CuLi along Al110; δ-Al3Li along Al111.

These are: θ' at Al100 plane, T1 at the Al110 plane, and δ at Al111

ts. These were at least 250 per each condition and the identi-

during the four passes, were responsible for the formation

previously published works by the present author ([25,29,30]

plane. Thence, the shear deformation during ECAP at 460K,

the added adiabatic heating to which the alloy was subjected
of GP zones and initial precipitation sequence along tangled
dislocations of θ', T1, and δ secondary-phases.

On the other hand, it is well known that ECAP is able to signifi-

cantly refine the grained structure of aluminum already at the

early stages of plastic deformation. In the present case, the

mean grain size, after all the three ECAP routes was measured
by a statistical meaningful number of individual measuremen-
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fication of grain and cell structures was carried out by means
of Kikuchi band analyses. This is fully described elsewhere in

and references therein). A grain was identified as a portion
of the crystal all-around surrounded by high-angle bounda-

ries (HABs). On the other hand, a cell was identified as a matrix portion surrounded by at least one low-angle boundary
(LAB) line. Figure 5 reports representative low-magnification

BF-TEM micrographs showing the refined grained structure
after ECAP-A/4, ECAP-C/4, and FB-ECAP-A/4. As reported
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in Table 1, mean grain size was significantly reduced to 1-to-

grain size reduction, with minimal dislocation dispersion to

grain size reduction was obtained after ECAP-C/4, being the

latter were lower in density in ECAP-A/4 microstructure since

3 m depending on the ECAP route. That is, the strongest
ECAP-A/4 the one with the coarser refined grained structure.
Thus, the following hierarchy of grain size reduction can be

drawn: ECAP-C/4 > ECAP-A/4 > FB-ECAP-A/4. This means

that the ECAP-C/4 resulted to be the most effective path for

(a)

form tangled dislocations, rather than cell boundaries. These

most of them contributed to form both cell and grain boundaries. This finding well agrees with other previously published results [19-21] and with results reported by the present
author elsewhere in other aluminum alloys [24,25].

(b)

(c)

Fig.5 -LM BF-TEM showing the alloy grain structure along Al110 after ECAP-A/4, a), ECAP-C/4, b), and FB-ECAP-A/4,
c). Insets are SAEDPs showing the process of grain refinement through formation of concentric diffraction rings.
The Al-Cu-Mg-Li-Ag-Zr-Sc alloy was subjected to ECAP

at 460K by same routes and by post-ECAP aging at same T6
conditions as obtained by the plot of Figure 2a (460K/6h).

Figure 6 shows the microstructure after post-ECAP aging at

of small (few nanometric in size) to coarser (few tens of nanometer in size) secondary-phase precipitates. These were
identified by SAEDPs as T1-Al2CuLi, Ω-Alx(CuLi)y-type, θ'’-

Al2Cu, and S’-Al2CuMg. That is, the microstructure of all the

460K/6h, and in all the three SPD routes a certain amount of

three ECAP path conditions is similar to an overaged metal-

formed T6-tempered alloy was observed (see Figure 2b-d).

these microstructure findings confirmed that both tangled

secondary-phase coarsening respect to the case of the undeIn particular, quite few traces of GP zones are visible. All the

agglomerations and element clustering grew up to eventually
precipitate as nanometric secondary-phases. Thus, the alloy
microstructure was mostly characterized by the co-presence

lurgical condition rather than a T6 hardness peak one. Thus,
dislocation and, to some extent cell boundaries, contributed
to accelerate the precipitation sequences of most of the detected secondary-phase precipitates.

Tab.1 - Tangled dislocation density, ρdisl, cell, Dcell, and grain, Dg, size, after ECAP-A/4, ECAP-C/4, and FB-ECAP-A/4 at 460K.
Measured mean number density of GP zones and precipitates, nV, of all detected secondary-phases T1, θ, δ induced to form
under ECAP-A/4, ECAP-C/4, and FB-ECAP-A/4 at 460K. Mean longer-edge lengths of the T1 platelets, lT1, at alloy T6-condition and after ECAP at 460K are also reported.

annealed 813K/4h +
aged 460K/6h

ECAP-A/4
at 460K

ECAP-C/4
at 460K

FB-ECAP-A/4
at 460K

ρdisl, 1014m-2

0.18 ± 0.06

2.5 ± 0.4

1.5± 0.5

2.9 ± 0.5

Dg, μm

24 ± 2

1.4 ± 0.2

1.7 ± 0.3

1.6 ± 0.4

90 ± 2

16 ± 4

12 ± 3

18 ± 4

Dcell, nm

-

nV(GP+T1), μm-3

330 ± 3

nV(GP+δ), μm-3

190 ± 2

nV(GP+θ), μm-3
lT1, nm

70 ± 10
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250 ± 40
60 ± 10
20 ± 4

45 ± 5

540 ± 40
40 ± 5
14 ± 3

50 ± 5

180 ± 40
70 ± 10
32 ± 4

40 ± 5
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During post-ECAP aging, two other secondary-phase precipitates formed, Ω and S’. These two phases were detected

to form at same crystallographic planes of, respectively, T1,

460K/6h conditions favoured the formation of Ω and S’ pha-

ses. These two phases were not reported to form upon alloy
T6 condition (Figure 2).

The Table does not include the β-Al3(Sc1-x,Zrx) dispersoids

and δ'.

Table 2 shows the statistical data of all the detected secon-

as they are thermally stable at the post-ECAP aging tempe-

460K followed by aging at 460K/6h (T8 temper). As already

than phase-hardening.

dary-phase precipitates induced to form during ECAP at
documented by Figure 6, the overaged T8 ECAP + aging at

ratures and they act as grain boundary-pin elements, rather

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Fig.6 -Microstructures of the post-ECAP 460K/6h annealed alloys showing the different secondary-phase
precipitates. BF-TEM of ECAP-A/4 along Al100, a), Al110, b), and Al111 plane, c); ECAP-C/4 along Al100 plane,
d), Al110, e), and Al111, f); FB-ECAP-A/4 along Al100 plane, g), Al110, h), and Al111, i).
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Tab.2 - Tangled dislocation density, ρdisl, cell, Dcell, and grain, Dg, size, secondary-phase precipitate mean number density,

nV(T1), nV(Ω), nV(θ), nV(δ), nV(S), and size, dT1, dΩ, dθ, dδ, dS formed after ECAP-A/4, ECAP-C/4, and FB-ECAP-A/4 and subsequent aging at 460K/6h (overaged T8 condition). Mean longer-edge length of the T1 platelets, lT1, is also reported.
ECAP-A/4
+aged at 460K/6h

ECAP-C/4
+aged at 460K/6h

FB-ECAP-A/4
+aged at 460K/6h

ρdisl, 1014m-2

1.9 ± 0.5

0.9 ± 0.3

1.6 ± 0.3

Dg, μm

1.8 ± 0.3

1.9 ± 0.3

2.0 ± 0.3

nV(Ω), μm-3

210 ± 20

210 ± 20

250 ± 20

Dcell, nm

nV(T1), μm-3
nV(θ), μm-3

320 ± 40

250 ± 20
105 ± 5

710 ± 40

210 ± 20

110 ± 10

40 ± 10

50 ± 10

210 ± 10

190 ± 10

dT1, nm

60 ± 5

55 ± 5

50 ±10

280 ± 20

110 ± 5

nV(δ), μm-3

nV(S), μm-3

290 ± 40

220 ± 20
70 ± 5

dΩ, nm

65 ± 5

50 ± 5

70 ± 5

dδ, nm

30 ± 5

28 ± 5

34 ± 5

lT1, nm

145 ± 10

155 ± 10

130 ± 10

dθ, nm

dS, nm

35 ± 5
35 ± 5

The T8 metallurgical condition induced a number density
rise, nV(T1) and nV(Ω), from ECAP-C/4 to ECAP-A/4 and to

FB-ECAP-A/4. This means that the shear path influenced

the precipitation of the T1 and Ω phases. The other strengthening phases did not change their number fraction with

different ECAP routes. The size of all the secondary-pha-

se precipitates was not affected by the specific ECAP she-

ar path as they did not change from ECAP-A/4, ECAP-C/4,
and FB-ECAP-A/4. On the other hand, the tangled disloca-

tion density, ρdisl, almost double in the FB-ECAP-A/4, and

ECAP-A/4, respect to the ECAP-C/4 condition. In particular,

45 ± 5
30 ± 5

35 ± 5
35 ± 5

FB-ECAP-A/4. On the contrary, the lower dislocation density measured in the ECAP-C/4 is most likely due to the di-

slocation crystallographic recombination phenomenon in-

duced during the 180° billet rotation between ECAP passes.
Accordingly, as well-documented in hundreds of research

contributions so far ([55-79], and references therein) the

grain refining efficiency differences between namely route A
and route C is particularly sensitive to the ECAP shear path.

Thence, FB-ECAP-A/4 and ECAP-A/4 resulted to be more
grain size refining-effective than ECAP-C/4.

FB-ECAP-A/4 reported tangled dislocation density quite

Microhardness

shear deformation process seemed to induce a similar di-

three ECAP-A/4, ECAP-C/4, and FB-ECAP-A/4 conditions

close to the one measured in the ECAP-A/4 and thus the
slocation rearrangement during ECAP passes through these
two processing routes.

On the other hand, also the cell and grain structure appe-

ared to be quite similar, contributing to confirm the microstructure evolution similarities between ECAP-A/4 and
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Micro-hardness, H, was measured along the y-plane of the

after ECAP and after subsequent aging at 460K for the same
times selected to determine the T6 temper hardness peak of

the un-deformed alloy ( Figure 2a). The plots of H vs. aging
time of the ECAP-A/4, ECAP-C/4, and FB-ECAP-A/4 conditions are reported in Figure 7.
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Fig.7 - Aging curves after ECAP-A/4, ECAP-C/4, and FB-ECAP-A/4 and subsequent aging at 540K for t
ranging 10 min to 2 days (same times of the undeformed alloy T6-heat treatment).

Microstructure at hardness peak aging

tions. Moreover, the little microstructure differences among

were carried out at the ECAP + aging hardness peak condi-

A) can be considered not significant.

Based on the aging curves of Figure 7, TEM inspections
tions. That is, the microstructures of the ECAP-A/4 + aging at

460K/3h, ECAP-C/4 + aging at 460K/5h, and FB-ECAP-A/4 +
aging at 460K/2h were characterized in terms of the secondary-phase precipitation induced to grow (Figure 8).

the different ECAP routes (A, C, and forward-backward route
To better understand the secondary-phase evolution indu-

ced during T6 and the two T8 (ECAP + aging) conditions, a
cumulative histogram of all the four meaningful phases, that

is, (T1+Ω), θ, δ, S, is reported in Figure 9. It appeared that T1

Table 3 reports the meaningful statistics of the detected

phase tends to slightly reduce in favour of the S’ phase as

size.

the aging time increases. The two other phases, θ’ and δ’,

did not seem to be influenced by the post-ECAP aging dura-

by all the three ECAP routes here analysed is characterized

from ECAP at 460K to ECAP at 460K followed by overaging at

pitates at their early stage of formation and evolution, and

while it leaved unaltered the kinetics of the two other pha-

ECAP + aged at hardness peak (T8) and the undeformed T6

phase was slightly affected by the shear strain-induced for-

phases in the T8 condition. These are the Ω-Alx(CuLi)y plate-

combined effect of tangled dislocations introduced by the

secondary-phase precipitates, and the mean cell and grain
The microstructure of the T8 hardness peak aged condition

tion. In fact, they appeared not to change in number fraction

by the presence of both GP zones, secondary-phase preci-

460k/6h. Thus, ECAP shearing favoured the formation of S’,

some larger precipitate. The marked difference between the

ses, θ’ and δ’. The kinetic evolution of the most abundant T1

microstructures is represented by the presence of two more

mation of the S’ phase. Thence, S’ phase only formed by the

let-shaped phase lying at Al111 planes which are quite similar

pre-aging ECAP shear deformation, and this was not found

to T1 precipitates, and S’-Al2CuMg lath-shaped phase lying at

Al210 planes showing a regular geometric planar morpholo-

to form upon T6-aging at 460K/6h.

gy. The quantitative data reported in Table 3 show little differences of the number fraction of T1, θ’, and ö’ phases.

On the other hand, as expected, little differences of the
mean grain and cell size was found between the ECAP +
aged at hardness peak, and ECAP + aged at 460K/6h condi-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Fig.8 -Microstructures of the post-ECAP 460K aged alloys, with aging duration set at the maximum alloy
hardness peak obtained after ECAP and subsequent aging at 460K: 3h for ECAP-A/4, 5 h for ECAP-C/4, 2 h
for FB-ECAP-A/4. BF-TEM of ECAP-A/4 at Al002, a), Al111, b), and Al210 plane, c); ECAP-C/4 at Al002, d), Al111,
e), and Al210 plane, f); FB-ECAP-A/4 at Al002, g), Al111, h), and Al210 plane, i).
The key microstructure feature that was here identified was

stitution of Li with Mg. The Li now available in the Al-matrix is

of S’ phase and a small amount of Ω phase, which formed at

is chemically constituted by Al + Cu + Li, and most likely as

the ECAP + aging-driven formation of a significant amount
the expense of a small amount of T1. Thence, these secon-

thermally favoured to form a further secondary-phase. This
Alx(CuLi)y, which is the Ω phase. Based on these findings and

dary-phase precipitation modifications induced by ECAP +

comparison with previously published results, the ECAP +

constituted by Al2CuLi, while S’ phase is Al2CuMg. Thus, the

0.4Mg-0.4Ag-0.2Zr-0.5Sc alloy was: GP zones + β– θ” + θ’+ δ’

aging involve a lithium redistribution. In fact, the T1 phase is
induced formation of S’ at the expense of a fraction of T1, was

chemically accompanied by an equally stoichiometric sub-
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aging precipitation sequence of the present Al-3.0Cu-1.0Li+ β + T1 → β +θ + δ + T1 + (Ω + S - T1).
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Tab.3 - Tangled dislocation density, ρdisl, cell, Dcell, and grain, Dg, size, secondary-phase precipitate mean number density,
nV(T1), nV(Ω), nV(θ), nV(δ), nV(S), and size, dT1, dΩ, dθ, dδ, dS formed after ECAP-A/4, ECAP-C/4, and FB-ECAP-A/4 and sub-

sequent aging at 460K to reach alloy hardness peak: 3h, for ECAP-A/4, 5 h, for ECAP-C/4, and 2 h, for FB-ECAP-A/4. Mean
longer-edge lengths of the T1 platelets, lT1, are also reported
ECAP-A/4
+aged at 460K/6h

ECAP-C/4
+aged at 460K/6h

FB-ECAP-A/4
+aged at 460K/6h

ρdisl, 1014m-2

2.1 ± 0.5

1.0 ± 0.4

1.8 ± 0.4

Dg, μm

1.5 ± 0.3

1.9 ± 0.3

1.6 ± 0.4

nV(Ω), μm-3

170 ± 15

160 ± 15

150 ± 15

Dcell, nm

300 ± 40

nV(T1), μm-3

190 ± 20

nV(θ), μm-3

95 ± 5

650 ± 50

180 ± 15
90 ± 5

220 ± 50

180 ± 15
95 ± 5

nV(ö), μm-3

180 ± 5

190 ± 10

220 ± 20

dT1, nm

40 ± 4

45 ± 5

42 ± 4

nV(S), μm-3

25 ± 5

dΩ, nm

38 ± 4

20 ± 5

40 ± 5

25 ± 5

36 ± 4

dθ, nm

30 ± 5

40 ± 5

25 ± 5

dS, nm

25 ± 5

20 ± 5

30 ± 5

dö, nm

20 ± 5

lT1, nm

115 ± 10

25 ± 5

145 ± 10

30 ± 5

90 ± 10

Fig.9 - Relative frequency of the strengthening secondary-phase precipitates in T6 undeformed alloy,
after ECAP-A/4, ECAP-C/4, FB-ECAP-A/4 at 460K, after ECAP-A/4 + aging at 460K/3h, ECAP-C/4 + aging
at 460K/5h, FB-ECAP-A/4 + aging at 460K/2h, and after ECAP-A/4, ECAP-C/4, FB-ECAP-A/4 + aging at
460K/6h. In the histogram, E stands for ECAP.
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The statistical data calculated for the T1 phase after ECAP

+ aging at hardness peak and after ECAP + T6 aging (whe-

of Cu and Li, V is the molar volume of both Cu and Li, γ is

alloy) allowed a clear identification of a precipitate-coarse-

the temperature in Kelvin. This kind of power-law precipitate

re T6 aging refers to the hardness peak of the undeformed

ning rate. The data and linear interpolation are reported in

Figure 10. The figure is a plot of the mean lateral size of the
T1 precipitates (platelet edge lT1,Ω aligned along the Al111 di-

rections) vs. aging time, t1/3 for the ECAP-A/4,ECAP-C/4,and

FB-ECAP-A/4 followed by hardness peak aging and by alloy

T6 aging. A linear interpolation was drawn with a sufficiently
sound accuracy. This plot well indicates a power-law coarsening rate of the type: lT1,Ω = KLSW·t1/3. Here, KLSW = (8/9)·(Csolute

V γDinter/RT), where Csolute is the phase solute concentration

the phase/alloy interfacial energy, Dinter is the interdiffusion
element coefficient (Cu, Li), R the Rayleigh constant, and T
growth is in agreement with different previous models, such

as the one very recently proposed by Jiang and co-workers
[34]. This power-law phase growth was indeed first introdu-

ced by Lifshitz, Slyozov, Wagner, and thus named after them

as LSW theory [35,36]. Moreover, a similar phase grow rate
was also reported for δ [37], Al3Sc [38], and θ [39] and other

thermally activated phases in Al-Cu-X and Al-Cu-Li-X alloys
[40].

2

Fig.10 - T1+Ω precipitate growth power-law. T1+Ω plate/lath long-edge, lT1+Ω, vs. t1/3, where t is the aging
time, for ECAP-A/4, ECAP-C/4, FB-ECAP-A/4 at peak aging.
CONCLUSIONS
The secondary-phase precipitation sequences of an Al-Cu-Mg-Li-Ag-Zr-Sc alloy subjected to different Equal-channel

angular pressing (ECAP) routes (A, C, and forward-backward A) followed by aging was studied. The TEM inspections and

the quantitative analyses of the existing phases allowed to identify the role of the ECAP shearing and post-ECAP aging on
the relative fraction of the hardening phases. Thus, the following conclusions can be drawn.

i). ECAP shearing and the introduced tangled dislocations were identified as responsible for a significant secondary-phase
precipitation sequence acceleration. In particular, two phases were found to be greatly influenced by the presence of the
tangled dislocations within the grained structure: the platelet T1-Al2CuLi, and the lath S-Al2CuMg.

ii). The ECAP + aging was responsible for lath-shaped S-Al2CuMg phase precipitation lying parallel to Al210 planes. This

phase evolved and increased in number fraction with aging time at the expense of the T1-Al2CuLi and the platelet-shaped
Ω-Alx(CuLi)y precipitate phases both lying at Al111 planes;

iii). ECAP + aging induced the following precipitation sequence: GP zones + β → θ” + θ’+ δ’ + β + T1 → β +θ + δ + T1 + (Ω + S -

T1).

iv). The T1+Ω precipitates coarsening rate with aging time was found to be of Lifshitz-Slyozov-Wagner (LSW) type, that is as

a power-law: lT1+Ω = KLSW·t1/3, lT1+Ω being the platelet and lath longer edge.
La Metallurgia Italiana - July-August 2021
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